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POOL PATCH INSTRUCTIONS
1.  Lower water below repair area.

2. Remove loose cement and chip the area straight down with no beveled or angled edges a minimum of a � inch deep. 

3. Add 2 oz. of LIQUID CEMENT BONDER per 1½ lb. of DRY POOL PATCH CEMENT MIX. Add water and mix until a putty 
consistency is achieved. Use cold water for slower set and warm water for faster set.

4a. CRACK REPAIRS - Use a diamond blade angle grinder and saw-cut the crack 3/8” wide by 3/8” deep, then clean out crack area 
and push POOL PATCH mixed material with rubbing motion deep into crack crevice. Remove excess material from top surface and 
expose the Glass Beads with a very fine mist then wipe gently with moist sponge to clean.

4b. CHIPS OR LARGE AREAS - Trowel POOL PATCH mixed material firmly filling the area. Trowel till the POOL PATCH is 
smooth and flat. Remove excess from the edges with a moist sponge. After POOL PATCH starts to cure, spray with water using a spray 
bottle to expose the glass beads. If POOL PATCH has a film after cure time, it can be removed by wetting the surface area with water 
and pouring a mixture of 1 part muriatic acid to 3 parts water on the patched area. Allow mixture to expose area for 1 minute and rinse off 
using a water hose.

ALLOW TO CURE 24 HOURS BEFORE FILLING POOL

WARNING: Contains Cement, an Alkaline substance irritating to eyes and skin. Contains Acrylic Resin Cement Bonder. Should product contact eyes, 
flush them immediately and repeatedly with water and call a Physician. DO NOT TAKE IT INTERNALLY.  In case of skin contact, rinse immediately with 
water. USE OF RUBBER GLOVES AND EYE PROTECTION IS RECOMMENDED.

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

GLASS BEAD PLASTER REPAIR KIT
A Do It Yourself Pool Patch Repair Kit


